Opinion Spreading with Mobility on Scale-Free Networks *
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A continuum opinion dynamic model is presented based on two rules. The first one considers the mobilities of the individuals, the second one supposes that the individuals update their opinions independently. The results of the model indicate that the bounded confidence $c$, separating consensus and incoherent states, of a scale-free network is much smaller than the one of a lattice. If the system can reach the consensus state, the sum of all individuals’ opinion change $O_c(t)$ quickly decreases in an exponential form, while if it reaches the incoherent state finally, $O_c(t)$ decreases slowly and has the punctuated equilibrium characteristic.

PACS: 89.75.−k, 87.23.Ge, 64.60.Cn

Recently, the study of complex systems has proven its significance in providing insight into many emerging interdisciplinary fields of science.1−7 In particular, great effort have been taken on the mathematical modelling of a rich variety of social phenomena, such as evolution of social structures, cooperation, opinion formation and spreading.8−20 In this Letter, we investigate the opinion spreading model defined on complex networks. In society, opinion evolution is determined by the interactions of the social members, which plays an important role in the opinion propagation. Individuals can be influenced by their neighbours or friends frequently. If two individuals are both supporters of a basketball team, they may like to discuss basketball and influence the opinions of each other; on the other hand, if two persons have opposite political views, they will hardly agree with each other and the exchange of their opinions can rarely arise. Axelrod21 proposed a model for the dissemination of culture to explain how different cultural islands could be generated from a local tendency to convergence. In his model, culture is expressed by integers. The number of features or dimensions is nothing but the number of components of a vector, and two persons interact if and only if they share at least one common feature. Starting from the Axelrod model, a number of simple agent-based models have been proposed.21−24

The opinion dynamics often starts from a random distribution of opinions,22−24 and evolves until reaching an equilibrium state characterized by the number of existing opinions. For instance, the basic Szendij model25 with random sequential updating always leads to a consensus (i.e. only one opinion survives) on a regular lattice of any dimension $D$. In the KH model,24 as $c$ departs from 0, many groups emerge, each of which is consisted of a few individuals sharing the same opinion. As $c$ becomes larger, a single group acquires more and more members, while the number of groups is reduced. Eventually, after arriving a critical value $c_c$, the whole system reaches a consensus state.

In reality, a social system should be viewed as a network where links are long-lived and facilitate many communication events. Recent empirical studies have demonstrated that some real-world networks can be treated as scale-free networks,20 such as the children friendship network29 and scientific collaboration network.30 Recent works on the topic of scale-free networks have been driven largely by the studies on network dynamics,31−45 optimization46−49 and evolution.50−65 In order to make the opinion evolution more realistic, we model the opinion spreading on a scale-free network.66 A total fraction $p$ of the sites are occupied by individuals who can move to the empty sites under certain condition.

The individuals can exchange their opinions with their neighbours if the difference of their opinions is smaller than a ‘bounded confidence’ $c$, which measures the tolerance for dissent or the openness to different opinions. If the difference of their opinions is greater than $c$, one will move to an empty site in its neighbourhood.
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The model starts on a network with \( N \) sites, each of which is occupied by an individual with probability \( p \). A random number in \([0, 1]\) is given to each individual, which represents its initial opinion. For individual \( i \), randomly select one of its neighbours, say \( j \). If \( |o_i(t) - o_j(t)| < \epsilon \), both \( i \) and \( j \) have no willing to move in this time step and they will update their opinions in the following way:

\[
\begin{align*}
o_i(t) &= o_i(t) - a_{ij}(t)(o_i(t) - o_j(t)), \\
o_j(t) &= o_j(t) + b_{ij}(t)(o_i(t) - o_j(t)),
\end{align*}
\]

where \( a_{ij}(t) \) and \( b_{ij}(t) \) are two random numbers in \([0, 0.5]\). When \( |o_i(t) - o_j(t)| > \epsilon \) and there exists at least one empty site in \( i \)'s neighbourhood, \( i \) will move to a randomly selected empty neighbouring site.

Let \( O_c(t) \) denote the total opinion change of all individuals at time step \( t \):

\[
O_c(t) = \sum_{i} \{ o_i(t) - o_i(t - 1) \}.
\]

The dynamics is terminated when \( O_c(t) < T_c \), where \( T_c \) a threshold given in advance. The numerical simulations are implemented on the BA network and the terminal condition is set as \( T_c = 10^{-10} \).

We find that when \( p \neq 1 \) and \( \epsilon \) is close to 0.5, the number of groups is remarkably decreased. Slowly increasing \( \epsilon \), opinion groups will collide and merge, annihilate and vanish, and eventually there is only one group survives after \( \epsilon \) exceeds a critical point \( \epsilon_c \). Accordingly, we can say there is a phase transition, in which the number of different groups can be regarded as the order parameter, whose value determines the state of the system. If the value is 1, the system is in consensus state, otherwise in incoherent state (with 2 groups we call polarization state, while for \( >2 \) groups we call fragmentation state). In this way, we can calculate various \( \epsilon_c \) for different values of \( p \), and then draw a phase curve which separates the consensus state and the incoherent state. It is worth stressing that when the individuals have the mobility on the network, the value of \( \epsilon_c \) reaching consensus is remarkably decreased. The phase diagram of \( p \) vs \( \epsilon_c \) is shown in Fig.1, which quantifies our above analysis. From Fig.1, one can see that both the bounded confidences \( \epsilon_c \) of the BA network and lattice are smaller than 0.5, and both of \( \epsilon_c \) decrease as \( p \) increases, which indicates the fact that when the population density \( p \) increasing, all of the individuals reach consensus state more easily. It should also be emphasized that the \( \epsilon_c \) of the BA network is smaller than that of lattice and began to sharply decrease after \( p = 0.65 \). The simulations also indicate that when \( p < 0.5 \) (not shown in Fig.1), \( p \) can only influence the opinion spreading speed and has little effect on \( \epsilon_c \). Figure 2 shows the change process when \( \epsilon = 0.5 \) corresponding to the consensus state, from which one can find that the sum of opinion changes \( O_c(t) \) decrease exponentially. The inset shows the one \( \epsilon = 0.2 \) corresponding to the incoherent state, where \( O_c(t) \) decreases slowly and
has the punctuated equilibrium characteristic, which may be caused by the debates among different factions.

In summary, when the mobilities of the individuals are taken into account, an opinion spreading model on BA network is presented. The opinion spreading process is based on the interaction structure of individuals, when their opinions lie into the bounded confidence $\epsilon$, they can updated their opinions independently. The numerical results indicate that bounded confidence $\epsilon_c$ of the model on BA network is smaller than the one of lattice, and the convergence speed is more quickly. It is worth stressing that $O_c(t)$ decreases exponentially in the case that the system can reach the consensus state, while if it reaches the incoherent state finally, it decreases slowly and has the punctuated equilibrium characteristic. Future works will focus on the opinion dynamics on real social networks with assortative coefficient.
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